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Mike is daydreaming about the wild sexual adventures he had with his brother and sister
when they were young. His 7” member was raging in his pants as he thought about the
day he first penetrated his 11 year old sister while his brother Tom watched. Tom’s
phone call this morning brought back a flood of wonderful memories. Mike is holding
his throbbing erection through his pants as he thinks about what Tom said about his
family having a sexual relationship. Mike groans as his penis explodes in his pants. The
hot semen jets through the light summer weight material and lands on the carpet of his
office. Fortunately it was under the desk. There is a knock at the door and Janice his
office manager pokes her head in. Mike wonders if she can smell his man sex. She tells
him that his wife Susan is on the phone. Mike tells Susan about his brother’s phone call
and tells her that he wants to take the family and spend some time with Mike’s family.
Susan’s juices are flooding as she tells Mike that sounds like a wonderful idea. When
Mike finishes the phone call he gets a call on the intercom telling him that Mrs. Smith
and Toni are in the ob/gyn exam room. Mike jumps up and quickly strips naked. He
uses his underwear to clean up his semen and tosses the soiled pants and underwear in the
bottom of the closet in his office. Mike pulls on surgical scrubs and notices that they do
not do much to hide the outline of his semi erect member. Fortunately he can pull on a
lab coat that will help hide his lust….
As always, if you are not supposed to be reading this story…then please don’t…please practice safe sex.
This story is a total fantasy. Thanks to everyone who has taken the time to write me. Your encouragement, ideas,
fantasies and personal experiences are very much appreciated. Your thoughts and ideas are always welcome at
mack1137@gmail.com.
Please let me know what you like to read about and what turns you on. If you are curious about my background and/or
would like to share your thoughts and ideas on erotic story telling in a more public forum, please visit
http://mack1137.sensualwriter.com .
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Cousins Cum 1
Mike walks into the ob/gyn exam room and finds 11 year old Toni on the table with her
legs up in the stirrups. Mike puts his hand on Mrs. Smith’s shoulder and looks into
Toni’s eyes.
What seems to be the problem Mike asks them?
Well Dr. Carter I found blood stains on Toni’s night gown and sheets. She just turned 11
last week so I didn’t think it could be a period.
Well in that case we should have a look and see what is going on. Mike tells them as he
notices Toni’s look of concern and deep blush.
Mike tells Toni that he needs to see how her body is developing. He gently removes the
exam gown and the beautiful young girl is now fully exposed on the exam table. First
Mike examines her nipples and he sees that they are just beginning to become puffy and
are at the earliest stage of development. Mike decides that it is highly unlikely that Toni
has experienced her first menses.
Mike removes the drape that the nurse has used to cover Toni’s pelvis. He sees through a
magnifying lens that there are one or two early pubic hairs. Her labia look a little
swollen. Mike decides that a pelvic exam is necessary.
The nurse warms the speculum with warm water and hands it to Mike. He gently inserts
the speculum and begins to examine her young vagina. Mike quickly sees the remnants
of Toni’s hymen and the irritation of the vagina indicates that she was penetrated and had
first intercourse last night. Mike sees a small amount of semen. The level of vaginal
irritation is not consistent with adult penetration. Mike gently removes the speculum and
hands Toni the exam gown. The nurse quickly drapes her pelvis and Mike tells her that
she can get dressed.
While Toni is getting dressed Mike looks at her file. He knows that she has an older
brother. Mike excuses himself for a moment and goes to pull the boy’s file. Mike looks
the file over and sees that he did a sports physical 3 months ago. The boy is 12 ½ and
from his notes he sees that he is a little slow to develop sexually.
Mike goes back in the exam room. Mike is alone with Toni and Mrs. Smith. He takes
hold of Toni’s hand.
Toni are you and Billy real close? Mike asks her.
Tears well up in her eyes and she nods yes.
And he slept with you last night? He asks her.
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Toni nods yes and tears begin to stream down her face as her mother gasps.
Tell me what happened? Mike asks Toni.
Mom was working and I had a nightmare. Billy came running in to see what was wrong.
I was crying hard and he took me in his arms and held me and tried to calm me down. I
put my arms around him and held him close and I realized that he was naked. I held him
even tighter and pulled him down on top of me. I felt his hardness against my leg and he
moaned. I moved around and bent my knees until I felt him touching my place.
Billy started moaning and I felt his tip move around in my wetness. I held my breath and
then I felt his tip go inside me. I ran my fingers through his hair and held him close. We
were there with his tip inside me for a long time. Then I feel Billy pushing deeper until I
feel something stop him. I groan.
Toni it is your cherry…do you…you know…want me to…you know….take it? Billy
asks me. I don’t say anything because I am kind of scared but kind of want to do it real
bad. I run my fingers down his back. I feel the pressure increase and then it hurt for a
moment. Billy kissed my cheek and then he pushes deeper. I love the feeling of him
thrusting in and out of me. I start to get a strong feeling. It is like I am on fire and I need
him to keep going. I want to tell him to stop but it feels too good. Then Billy just starts
to thrust really fast and tells me he has to do it. I get this awesome feeling and I am…like
fighting for breath. Then I feel Billy tense and he pushes deep inside me and I feel his
hot stuff start to fill me. He keeps pounding me and groaning. It feels so good when he
does that. We just stayed there with his hardness in me. We were there a long time and
then I feel Billy start to go again. He starts to groan and tell me that he needs to shoot his
seed again. It takes him longer the second time. It kind of hurts and kind of feels
awesome and then he like goes crazy again and I feel his hardness filling me with his
seed. He and I slept until we hear the front door. Billy runs for his room. Mom wakes
me up and she sees the blood on the sheets and my night gown.
Mike rings for his nurse and asks her to take Toni and to do some blood work.
While Toni is gone, Mike recommends that Mrs. Smith that they put Toni on the pill.
Toni has never done well swallowing pills.
Mike goes out and gets a sample pack of the new chewable birth control pills and while
he is standing in front of the sample closet, Mike pockets two more packages of the pills
as he thinks about their trip to his brother’s house. Mike glances down to close his lab
coat and sees that the vaginal exam of Toni has him semi hard and leaking precum on his
surgical scrubs. Mike closes the lab coat and hopes that no one else has noticed.
When Toni gets back, Mike explains how she should take the pill. He tells her to use
condoms for a month until the pill starts to work.
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Toni looks surprised and thanks Dr. Mike for the pills.
When Toni and Mrs. Smith leave, Mike begins to work on his calendar so that they can
go visit his brother Tom and his family. As he looks over his calendar and he is
reminded that the twins have a photo shoot with Bruce Thompson for a print ad for
designer jeans. Mike thinks about the phone call that he got from Bruce about the photo
session. Bruce photographed the boys when they were 14 for a Speedo print ad and he
talked about how sexy the twins were.
Bruce called Mike last week and wanted to know if he would agree to a naked photo
session with the boys for an art magazine. Mike told him he would think about it. The
photo session is tomorrow at an isolated farm. Mike is fully erect as he thinks about his
beautiful 15 year old boys posing for a world famous photographer nude.
Mike clears his calendar as he imagines his son’s sculpted bodies naked and blond hair
photographed by Bruce. His penis throbs just thinking about the boys naked and
touching each other.
Mike clears his calendar for the next two weeks. He cannot wait to hold his own twin
brother, Mike, in his arms again and kiss him. He misses Tom so much.
When Mike comes through the door, Susie is waiting for him with a drink and their flight
confirmation for Sunday. Susie rubs her sexy body against Mike’s hard body as their
girls look on.
Have you talked to the girls about the trip yet? Mike asks Susie.
She shakes her head no and asks Mike the same question about the Twins. He tells her
no and suggests that they gather the kids together for the “talk”. Susie kisses Mike
passionately and lightly strokes his crotch.
Emma, their 11 year old, watches her parents and asks, Mom are you guys gonna do it
right here?
Susie grins at her youngest daughter and says, we might just do that.
Erika their beautiful blond 13 year old spins around from the television. No way…you
and Dad are going to do it right here.
We might just do that! Susie tells her beautiful girls. Call your brothers and tell them to
come down here. Zane and Zeb are upstairs in their room.
Emma says she will do it and runs up the steps. She hopes to catch a glimpse of one of
her two handsome 15 year old twin brothers naked. She has seen both of them a few
times over the past two weeks. It is like they are letting her catch them naked.
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Zeb is on his bed naked and erect when Emma opens the door. Zeb makes no effort to
cover his throbbing boyhood from his sister’s view.
Wow! Emma says as she stares at Zeb’s 6” erection.
You keep trying to see it Emma. You might as well take a good look. Zeb tells her as
Zane looks on grinning.
Emma walks toward the bed as if she is in a trance. Zane puts his arm around her and
tells her it is okay to be curious.
She cannot take her eyes off of her older brother’s awesome body. She just stands there
drinking in every detail of his naked body. Zane lightly rubs his own erection through his
Nike running shorts. Emma studies Zeb’s erection and see the veins running down the
shaft and his dirty blond pubic hair. It is everything she can do not to reach out and touch
his throbbing member.
Is there something that you wanted? Zane asks her with a mischievous grin.
Uhhh…yeah…Mom and Dad want you downstairs…now. Emma tells them.
Zeb springs off the bed and he bends to grab his running shorts off the floor. Both boys
shorts are tented obscenely. The three of them run down the steps and into the family
room.
I hope we didn’t interrupt anything. Their Dad says with a smile staring at their tented
shorts.
Both boys blush as they sit on the couch next to Erika. Emma slides in next to Zeb and
he hugs her closer to him.
We are going to take a vacation and go to Uncle Tom and Aunt Patsy’s house for a
couple of weeks.
When are we going? Zeb asks his Dad.
We have a flight Sunday morning. Since you guys have that photo shoot tomorrow you
will need to pack tonight.
Zeb starts to get up off the couch and his Dad motions for him to sit back down. There is
something we need to tell you. When Tom, Kathy and I were young we had a special
relationship. Our mom and dad were cool about us being naked in front of each other.
We were naked a lot.
Tom and his family spend a lot of time naked. When we are there we will do as they do.
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All four kids look at there father with surprised expressions.
Dad, do you mean that Brian, Karen and Seth run around the house naked?
Mike nods and smiles. Yes that is exactly what they do and their Mom and Dad join
them too.
Tonight we will strip naked and begin to get comfortable seeing each other nude.
Emma does not hesitate. She pulls her t-shirt over her head and the quickly stands and
shoves her shorts to her ankles. Susie is surprised that she is not wearing underwear.
Emma grins as Zeb and says, I have already seen you naked. She looks at Zane and says,
I guess that means I have pretty much seen what you look like too.
Zane laughs and says. Yes you have seen what I look like. I bet you would like another
look Zane says as he drops his shorts and strips off his t-shirt. Then he ruffles his little
sister’s blond hair. I guess you have sort of seen me naked. But I know how much you
like looking at us so here is a look for real.
Susie and Mike grin as they watch how quickly the kids adjust to the new situation.
Erika blushes but cannot take her eyes off of Zane’s magnificent body. She watches as
Zeb stands and drops his shorts to the floor. Both boys’ members are already hard and
their erections are almost identical to each other.
Suzie can feel her juices start to flow as she looks at her naked children.
Erika stands and hesitantly removes her t-shirt revealing her budding breasts. Her nipples
are fully erect and Zeb comments on how cool his sister looks. Erika blushes again. She
unbuttons her shorts and shoves them to the floor.
Zane looks at her and his jaw drops as he sees that Erika is wearing a thong. Wow sis
that’s hot! He tells her. His eyes are riveted to the thong as he watches her thumbs hook
the waist band. He watches along with the rest of the family as she slowly removes the
thong.
It is clear from her breasts and small pubic patch that her body is developing nicely.
Mike steps closer to Emma and begins to examine her breasts. Her nipples are just
becoming puffy in the earliest stage of sexual development. He sees that there are one or
two dark hairs on her pubic mound.
As Mike touches Emma’s nipples, she moans softly. They quickly become erect as her
father explores her body.
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Beautiful! Mike says as he studies his youngest. And you two are amazing he tells the
twins. You are becoming handsome studs he tells them as he fondles their erections.
And then there is this beauty, Mike says as he runs his fingers through Erika’s white
blond hair. You are gorgeous! Mike tells his oldest daughter.
Your breasts are beautiful he tells her as his hands cup them. Erika moans softly as her
father explores her breasts. She shudders as his right hand slides over her taut abdomen
and his fingers begin to explore her sandy blond pubic hair.
Mike’s middle finger gently parts his 13 year old daughter’s labia and his finger traces
her inner lips. Erika is flooding her juices. Her body shakes as her father’s finger passes
over her throbbing clitoris. Erika gasps as her father penetrates her sacred place with his
finger.
Ah that is so beautiful, Mike tells her. My sexy daughter is still a virgin. He can see the
boys’ erection throbbing as they watch him. He kisses Erika on the cheek and strokes her
hair as he leaves his finger in her sacred place.
Daddy are you going to get naked too? Emma asks with lust in her eyes.
Mike tells her that he is. He walks over to his youngest and runs he hands over her
prepubescent body. He hand settles on her mons pubis and his finger begins to explore
her labia. He kisses her cheek and tells her how beautiful she is. He strokes her hair as
his finger gently penetrates her vagina. Mike is surprised to find it very moist. He finger
slips easily to her maidenhead. He kisses her and tells her how wonderful it is that she
too is a virgin.
Mike massages Emma’s immature clitoris until she begins to moan. Emma unties the
draw string on her father’s surgical scrubs and hooks her thumbs in his waistband. She
tugs at the pants until they clear his rigid member and fall to the floor. She shivers as the
probing of her sacred space stimulates her to a mini orgasm.
Emma loves the feeling of her father’s fingers exploring her labia and clit. She hopes he
will never stop. Mike sees that the twins and Erika cannot take their eyes off Emma and
him.
Emma tentatively touches her father raging erection. Mike hears Susie gasp as her
youngest daughter explores her father’s manhood. Susie feels her juices begin to flood as
she watches the hot scene unfold in front of her. She needs Mike’s hardness inside of
her. She watches her husband tenderly kiss his youngest daughter.
Mike turns toward Susie as he slides his scrub shirt over his head leaving his muscular
body completely naked. He kisses his wife passionately as he slowly strips her naked.
The kids are mesmerized as they watch their father and mother make love.
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Soon Mike and Susie are completely naked and Susie moans as Mike strokes her erect
nipples. The boys are stroking their erections and the girls’ fingers are stroking their
aching clits.
Mike leans down and begins to suck his wife beautiful breasts. Susie is now moaning
continuously as her husband continues to pleasure her. She cannot believe it when he
drops to his knees and begins to worship her erect clit with his tongue. Susie quickly sits
in an upholstered chair and spreads her legs wide to give Mike full access to her sacred
place. It only takes a few moments for her to begin to cry out as an orgasm rocks her
body. She continues to moan and cry out as wave after wave of pleasure wash over her
body.
Zane cries out as his boyhood ejaculates semen. He sprays his essence all over the coffee
table and tile floor. He continues to stroke his erection as his mother insists on being
fucked.
She needs Mike’s hardness and pulls him toward her. Fuck me Mike…fuck me! She
tells him.
The kids watch entranced as their father’s manhood penetrates their mother’s vagina. Oh
baby I need you. Mike tells Susie as his erection finds her core. He begins thrusting
uncontrollably. Both Mike and Susie look over as they hear Erika cry out as a powerful
orgasm wracks her young body.
Oh shit, here I cum baby. Mike tells Susie as his body begins to thrust uncontrollably.
His manhood explodes semen deep in Susie’s womb. She feels her core being filled with
her essence.
Zeb cries out that he is cumming too. His beautiful erection creates a fountain of semen
and Emma puts her hand out to catch some of her brother’s essence. Emma is still
stroking her immature clit and seeing her brother’s orgasm and having her hand filled
with his seed is enough to cause her own climax.
Susie stands up and she walks over to Erika. She kisses her oldest daughter and tells her
how lovely her body looks. She then moves on to kiss Zane as she gently cups his post
orgasmic sensitive member. She reaches out and pulls her other naked 15 year old twin
into an embrace with her and his brother.
She feels their now deflated penises against her legs still wet with the seed from their
recent orgasms. She feels both boys beginning to become erect again. Susie reaches
down and fondles both boys’ growing members.
She kisses both of them on the lips and tells them how hot they are. She gives them a
quick hug and steps over to Emma. Susie cannot believe that her youngest is beginning
to develop sexually. She lightly fingers Emma’s puffy nipples. Susie leans down and
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gently sucks on one of her youngest daughter’s nipples. Susie then kisses Emma on the
lips and tells her how much she loves her.
She tells the kids that dinner is ready and they all go to the kitchen naked to get their
food. Zane and Zeb remain rock hard throughout dinner as they study their mother and
sisters’ breasts.
After dinner, Mike reminds the boys that they need to pack for the trip.
From the sounds of things, packing should not take too long. Zeb tells his Dad with a
grin.
Mike gives Zeb a playful slap on the back of the head to get him going.
The boys finish packing for their trip and crawl in bed. Both boys are fully erect. As Zeb
turns off the light, he tells Zane how hot it was to watch their parents make love.
Dude I am still hard, Zane tells his brother. Things get quiet and Zeb laughs as he hears
the sound of his brother spanking the monkey.
It doesn’t sound like you will be hard for long, Zeb tells Zane as he begins to massage his
own erection. Soon the room is filled with the sound of both boys masturbating. Zeb
was the first to cry out with his orgasm and that was enough to push Zane over the edge.
Both boys drifted off to sleep covered in their own semen.
Mike looked in on the boys 30 minutes later and smiled as he saw their naked bodies
covered with an eruption of their own seed. They are a beautiful sight. He needs to talk
with Bruce about how the naked photos will be used. Mike is beginning to see just how
beautiful nudes of his sons could be.

Mike and the boys were on the road at 5:00 am. Bruce wants to begin shooting at 6:30.
They drive through the countryside. It is beautiful wooded heavily rolling country. The
GPS announces their final turn into the driveway of the farm where they will be shooting.
About a half mile down the driveway, Mike sees a sculpted boxwood hedge on the side
of a hill. It is in the shape of the famous JK logo. Mike had no idea that they would be at
the world famous designer’s farm. As they approach the house there is a lake where they
can see the photography crew setting up for the shoot.
As they pull up Bruce is there to meet them. He shoos the boy off to wardrobe and
makeup. He then takes Mike over to the catering spread for some coffee. Mike tells
Bruce that he was surprised to see that this is Jack Kingman’s farm. Bruce grins and
says, yeah if you want to call this a farm.
Bruce asks hesitantly about shooting nude scenes of the boys.
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Mike looks around a little nervously at the crew.
Bruce puts his mind at ease. It will just be you, the boys, me and my assistant.
And where are you thinking about using these photos? Mike asks Bruce.
Well at first I thought I would have one or two of the photos published in an art
magazine. But I decided against that. I want to do something that is spectacularly
beautiful where I have full creative control. I want to do a limited edition coffee table
book.
It sounds interesting. I think it will be okay, but we will have to ask the boys. They will
make the final decision. You may ask them if you like. Mike tells Bruce.
The boys walk up wearing JK Jeans and a white tee shirt. The jeans are tight enough to
see a faint outline of their flaccid penises. It is apparent that they are both going
commando, interesting for a designer that sells underwear.
Bruce tells the boys they look great. The white t-shirt shows off their pecs and erect
nipples. He tells them that he has another project that he would like to work with them
on if they are interested.
Both boys nod and hang on every word Bruce is saying.
I would like to do a creative project of my own. A coffee table book of nudes is what I
have in mind. It will be very elegant and artistic. The two of you would be the models.
Both boys look startled for a moment and Mike could see that they are not sure.
Zane asks Bruce, when would we do this?
I would like to shoot it this afternoon. We’ll get rid of the crew. It will just be Andrew,
your Dad and me here during the shoot.
Zane looks at Zeb. Well little brother what do you think. Mike can tell a lot about what
Zeb thinks from the obvious erection in his jeans.
I think it sounds kind of cool, Zeb tells his brother…and 15 minutes older does not make
me your little brother.
Zane looks at Bruce with a slightly worried expression. It makes me a little nervous.
Bruce says, look Zane don’t worry about it. We can shoot a few shots and you can look
at them and decide if you want to do it.
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Zane tells Bruce that sounds great.
They spend the morning shooting the ad for jeans. The boys have lunch with the crew.
When the crew leaves, Bruce asks the boys to take off their t-shirts and to follow him
down to the dock. The boys go to the end of the pier. They are still wearing their jeans
from the morning photo session.
Bruce pronounces the lighting to be excellent. He tells the boys to relax and have fun.
Bruce stresses that these photographs will be mostly playful with a few that are sensual. I
do not want them to be sexy.
Zeb and Zane both nod yes and wait for instruction.
Bruce looks at Zeb and tells him that he wants him to unbutton Zane’s jeans and begin to
unzip them. When Zeb gets the zipper to precisely the point that Bruce wants it Bruce
begins to snap away. Bruce then tells Zeb to put his hand on his brother’s shoulder while
Zane unbuttons his brother’s pants.
As Zane begins to unzip Zeb’s jeans he sees that his brother is erect and he begins to
laugh and his brother joins in. Bruce is snapping exposures continuously since Zane’s
hand hides his brother’s erection.
Bruce tells the boys that it is natural to be hard and he will shoot around it so that their
erections are not visible. He has the boys begin to push their brother’s jeans down. He
waits until the boys genitals are covered by the brother’s body to begin snapping pictures.
Soon the boys are completely naked.
Bruce asks Zane to put Zeb over his shoulder in a fireman’s carry position. Bruce’s
erection is throbbing in his pants as he watches Zeb’s erection make contact with Zane’s
shoulder. Bruce waits until Zane turns slightly away from camera to hide his swollen
boyhood. Bruce glances back at Andrew who is capturing the digital images on a hard
drive and watching them on a monitor. Andrew nods yes that the capture is going well
and Bruce sees that Andrew is massaging his erection through his shorts. Bruce also sees
that Mike is rubbing his throbbing member as he watches his very sexy naked boys.
Bruce shoots Zane from behind as he carries his naked brother up the dock. Without ever
touching his erection, Bruce’s throbbing member explodes in his jeans. Mike sees the
wet spot in Bruce’s jeans that can only mean one thing. Mike groans softly as his own
raging member explodes in his pants staining his khakis with a dark circle of his semen.
Andrew sees that and he too has an orgasm.
Zeb find that the friction of his throbbing boyhood rubbing against his shoulder is too
much for him and he groans as his semen erupts all over his brother’s naked body. The
semen running down Zane’s back is obvious to the camera. Bruce tells Zane he can put
Zeb down.
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Bruce is still shooting as Zeb’s body rubs against Zane’s erection. Zane cries out and
begins to hump against his brother as his young erection erupts all over his brother’s
body. Bruce captures the images for himself knowing that he cannot use it in the coffee
table book.
Bruce tells Andrew to grab him a couple of towels. He has the boys quickly dry each
other off. Bruce grabs another camera and kicks off his jeans and walks into the lake. He
directs Zeb to sit on the edge of the dock with his feet in the water and tells Zane to stand
behind Zeb. Bruce tells Zane to bend over and kiss his brother letting his hands fall to
Zeb’s lower abdomen. Bruce finds the perfect position and then tells Zeb to reach up and
put his arms around his brother’s waist. It is a very sensual shot where Zeb’s slightly
chubbed penis and testicles are fully visible and so is the light blond pubic hair. As
quickly as Bruce finishes that shot he has Zeb put Zane over his shoulder. Since Zeb’s
penis is flaccid, Bruce shoots a stunningly beautiful shot of the naked boys with full
frontal nudity of Zeb. Bruce shoots some shots of Zeb setting his brother down.
When they finish that sequence both boys are flaccid. Bruce captures some wonderful
images of the boys studying each other and Zane hold Zeb’s head while Zeb explores his
brother’s turgid nipple. Their soft penises are almost touching. It is a spectacularly
beautiful shot that is incredibly sensual.
Bruce has the boys move into a wooded area where the mood lighting is amazing. Zane
is standing behind Zeb who is erect again, so Bruce has Zane wrap his arms around Zeb.
One hand is lightly draped over Zeb’s eye and the other hand is running his fingers
through Zeb’s hair. Bruce has them keep serious expressions. While Bruce will crop the
image to a close up, he has the zoom wide enough to see that both boys are erect again
and Zane’s erection is pressing against Zeb’s hip.
It is only then that Bruce realizes that he is still naked from being in the lake and he is
fully erect. He keeps shooting.
Bruce then has the brothers face each other and draw each other into an embrace where
they are just short of a kiss. Bruce can see from the way it is framed that the boys are
fully erect and their erections are pressed against each other’s abdomens. He has them
kiss each other with several of the kisses clearly being open mouth kisses where the
brothers were probing each other. The boys throbbing members are grinding against each
other as they try different poses. Zane is the first to explode semen all over his brother
and Zeb’s orgasm is triggered by his brother. Bruce captures the passion on their faces as
the boys’ bodies are wracked by a powerful orgasm.
Bruce has Andrew dry the semen from the boys and then has Zeb lay on his back in the
grass while Zane lies on top of his brother. He has the boys kiss. The lighting is
awesome and the naked boys are beautiful with their legs intertwined. It is too much for
Mike. He releases his throbbing member from his pants and begins to stroke it furiously
to orgasm. Andrew drops his shorts to the ground and in the matter of a few strokes
Andrew’s seed is covering the ground around him.
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The boys continue to kiss long after Bruce has stopped shooting. Zane begins to dry
hump Zeb. Soon both boys are having another powerful orgasm. They hold each other
and kiss each other deeply until the last wave of orgasm washes over them.
When the boys stand up their bodies are again covered in semen. Bruce rushes over to
them and pulls Zeb into a tight embrace and kisses him. Then Bruce turns to Zane and
kisses him as well.
Boys, that was one of the most spectacularly beautiful things that I have ever seen. Bruce
tells them.
Bruce tells them that he will be cropping and retouching the photos for the next couple of
days. I would like to meet with you and show them to you.
Mike explains that they are leaving tomorrow for a two week vacation with his brother.
Bruce asks when their flight leaves tomorrow. Mike tells him the flight information and
the airport that they are flying into.

The next afternoon as Mike is rushing everyone to get in the car; he hears a car horn out
front. There is a stretch Hummer limo in the driveway.
As Mike walks out, Bruce steps out of the limo. Bruce grins and they shake hands and
hug. Bruce tells the driver to get the luggage that he has a surprise for the family. Zeb
and Zane run out the front door to Bruce and hug him and kiss him. Bruce waits and is
introduced to Emma, Erika and Susie. Bruce turns to Mike and tells him he is a very
lucky man. You have a gorgeous family.
They leave for the airport. It takes a few minutes for Mike to realize that they are not
headed to Newark. He tells Bruce and is told not to worry about it.
The boys ask Bruce about the surprise. He tells them that there are a couple of surprises.
The first one comes a few minutes later when they turn into Teterboro Airport. There are
hundreds of private jets. They get permission to drive to the plane and the limo pulls up
beside a Gulfstream V jet with a large JK logo on the tail.
Bruce looks at the boys and tells them that Jack wants to say thanks for their hard work
yesterday. I showed him a few proofs of the JK Jeans ad and he is delighted.
The pilots and the steward load the luggage aboard. Bruce point the way toward the air
stairs and Emma races ahead to be the first one aboard. The steward shows her to a seat
and helps her with her seat belt. Jack and Susie sit in a grouping with a table facing
Bruce. The boys and Erika sit on the couch. In moments the plane is rolling and the
steward serves Dom Perignon to Bruce, Mike and Susie. Bruce nods toward the kids and
signals a tiny bit for them.
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When everybody is served, they feel the Jet begin to race down the runway in moments
the plane leaps into the air and the sound of the landing gear and flaps being raised fills
the cabin.
Bruce holds up his glass and proposes a toast. To a beautiful print ad and an amazing
coffee table book...congratulations he toasts everyone. I have some rough proofs of both
to show you. With that he opens his laptop and starts it.
While Susie knows about the coffee table book, the girls have no idea. They look at the
proofs of the JK Jeans ad and the photography is amazing. The boys look spectacular.
By then the entire family is crowded around the table. The girls are standing in front of
their brothers. Zeb has Emma in an embrace and is peering over her shoulder at the
images.
He can feel her tense as the first images for the coffee table book appear. Erika gasps as
Zeb’s jeans fall to the dock in one shot. Bruce sees a tear streaming down Susie’s face.
He stops and asks if everything is okay.
Susie nods. They are just so beautiful she tells him.
The next photo is of the Zeb sitting on the dock with Zane bent over kissing him.
Emma turns and looks at Zeb. She smiles at him and tells him, Zeb you have the coolest
looking penis…even when it is soft…which it is not right now.
Zeb leans down and kisses his little sister on the lips. You are pretty cute naked too. By
the way…how did you know it was me.
Emma grins at him and points to the tiniest hint of a scar on Zeb’s knee in the
photograph.
Bruce is surprised that brother and sister are talking about seeing each other naked and
aroused. He cannot help but think about photographing the entire family naked. Bruce
gets very hard thinking about all of these children naked.
Bruce moves on to the next photo. It is a picture of the boys reclining in the grass with
Zeb laying on top of Zane and kissing him passionately. The lighting is perfect for one of
the most sensual photos that Bruce has ever seen. He watches as Susie reaches out to the
screen of the laptop and traces the image of Zeb’s hip and down his leg.
It is the most beautiful photo that I have ever seen she tells Bruce. It is a terribly sexy
situation, but it comes across as being sensual. And their bodies are a work of art. How
did you do this?
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The camera lens loves these boys. When I ask them to take an action like a kiss, they
manage to tune out the world and focus on each other. It is clear that they have a deep
love for each other and I think that love is developing a sexual dimension. Bruce tells
Susie as he watches Zane play with Erika’s erect nipple through her t-shirt.
Susie takes Bruce’s hand. You can photography my family any time.
Mike slides in next to Susie.
Susie looks at Mike fondly and asks what he has been doing.
I called Tom to see if we can invite Bruce and Andrew to have dinner with us and spend
the night. He told me that is a wonderful idea. He has already invited Jake Snyder, the
author, to join us for dinner. Jake is Tom’s next door neighbor. Jake was standing there
with Tom and they said between their two houses there are plenty of sleeping
accommodations.
We are delighted to join you. I can’t wait to meet Tom and his family.
Mike tells Bruce that he needs to speak with him for a moment. They wander to the back
of the cabin. Bruce leans down to tell Andrew that they will be spending the night and
that the flight crew will need to make arrangements for an over night.
While Mike is waiting for Bruce he notices that Zane is fondling his sister’s nipple while
he listens to the conversation. He wonders if Zane will be the one to take Erika’s
virginity.
Bruce joins Mike at the back of the cabin. He turns to see what Bruce is staring at and
sees Zane’s hand roaming his sister’s breast. They both watch as Zane gently pinches his
sister’s nipple and how she reacts by pressing her legs together.
Bruce tells Mike that he has beautiful children that are not afraid to express their
sexuality.
I am glad you think so because that is what I want to talk to you about. All four of them
are very sexual and all of them are virgins. Tom’s children were virgins until about 2
weeks ago. They went from being virgins to being very sexually active…with each
other.
Bruce made sure he was facing Mike as he adjusted his erection. Wow…that sounds
very exciting.
We had our first nude family session night before last. The children masturbated while
they watched Susie and I make love. I want all of them to have sex with each other just
like Tom, Kathy and I did as kids.
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When do you think that will happen? Bruce asks Mike.
Well from the looks of Zane and Erika, I think that it will happen very soon. I just
watched her body shudder from a small orgasm. I think she wants her brother to
penetrate her right now.
The captain asks everyone to take their seats and fasten their seat belts. In moments the
plane begins to bank sharply the cabin is filled with the sound of the flaps. The plane
descends between two mountains and it bumps around with the summer clear air
turbulence. He brings the jet down rapidly and makes solid contact with the runway.
There is a beautiful lush golf course off to the right. The plan taxies to the end of the
runway where there are two large black SUVs parked on the apron. A third black SUV
pulls up just as the plane taxies to a stop. The kids look out in time to see their Uncle
Tom and Aunt Patsy get out of the car. Then they see Brian, Karen and Seth standing
there in cargo shorts and t-shirts. All of them are tan which shows off their white blond
hair and beautiful smiles. Zane and Zeb go crashing down the stairs as soon as they are
deployed. They are followed immediately by Erika and Emma.
The boys run across the apron toward their cousins. Zane and Brian are the first to meet.
Zane pulls Brian into a tight embrace and immediately feels the 14 year old has a rock
hard erection that is huge. Zane isn’t positive but he thinks that his cousin thrust his
erection against him.
Zeb hugs Karen and he feels her erect nipples pressing against his chest. Zane grabs Seth
and pulls him into a tight embrace and finds another rock hard boner. Erika is hugging
Brian and she feels his hand wander down over her hips as he pulls her tight against him.
She gasps as she feels his erection pressing against her. Karen pulls Emma into a tight
embrace.
The adults are embracing and kissing. Mike introduces Tom and Patsy to Bruce and
Andrew. Andrew is sure he is going to cum just watching these hot kids feel each other
up. This is going to be an amazing night. The kids decide that they all want to ride
together to the house.
Brian gets in the middle of the back seat and Erika gets in his lap. As she maneuvers into
Brian’s lap her hand comes to rest on his erection. She cannot believe that a boy this
young has a penis that is this big. It feels bigger than Zack and Zane. Zane climbs in and
pulls Emma and Karen in his lap.
Zeb gets in and pulls Seth in. Zeb can see the clear outline of Seth’s member in his
shorts.
Karen feels Zane’s erection pressed against her leg. Karen looks at Emma and tells her
that her brother has a very nice erection. As Karen is saying that she takes hold of Zane’s
erection and begins to move it to a more comfortable place. Wow…very nice, she says
as she feels his boyhood. I have to see this and she begins to unzip his shorts. Zane’s 6”
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erection and his blond pubic bush are freed of the confinement of his shorts. Very
cool…it is so hard. Karen tells him.
Erika looks over and sees that her brother’s penis is now fully visible and she quickly
unbuttons and unzips Brian’s shorts and releases his 7” member. It is so sexy and so
thick. She watches as Karen begins to stroke Zane and she strokes Brian.
Not to be left out Seth unzips Zeb and begins to play with him. Zeb undresses Seth and
admires his cute 12 year old body. Seth begins to stroke his cousin like a pro.
Tom is about to drive off the road as he adjusts the rear view mirror so that he can watch
the action.
Zane runs his hand up the inside of Karen’s skirt and finds that she is not wearing
underwear. Karen spreads her legs wide to accept his fingers as they probe her hot core.
She reaches over and pulls Emma t-shirt over her head and then begins to play with her
puffy 11 year old nipples. Karen loves the sound of Zane groaning in pleasure as he
watches his little sister being felt up. Karen stops stroking Zane for a moment and
removes Emma’s shorts and underwear. She then focuses her attention on Emma’s
beautiful clit and begins to rapidly stroke Zane’s member. Soon Zane cries out that he is
sorry as his penis explodes all over his cousin and his little sister. Karen leans down and
kisses him passionately. She whispers in Zane’s ear how hot she thinks he is. Karen is
still fingering Emma’s clit and she leans over and kisses Emma. That is enough to push
Emma over the edge. Covered with her brother’s sperm and her cousin playing with her
clit is enough to send the 11 year old into a body wracking orgasm. Zane can feel
Karen’s juices begin to flood as he continues to finger her and play with her throbbing
clit. Karen and Brian cry out in orgasm. Brian’s man size balls produce a prodigious
amount of semen that soaks everyone in the back seat. The flood of semen is so great
that it is almost like he is urinating. As soon as his orgasm subsides, Brian pulls off his tshirt to dry off his beautiful cousin Erika. He slides her cum covered shorts and
underwear to the floor. He then pulls her around and lifts her legs over his shoulders. In
moments his tongue is buried deep in her vagina. Erika cries out with pleasure with each
stroke of her cousin’s tongue on her sensitive clitoris. In moments she is thrashing
around in a mind bending orgasm. Brian loves the taste of his cousin’s juices as she
explodes in his mouth.
Seth has stripped Zeb naked so that he can get a good look at his hot cousin. Seth spins
around and drops to his knees in front of Zeb. Zeb is shocked as the 12 year old begins to
deep throat his six inch member. Zeb can see his uncle looking at his 12 year old son
sucking his 15 year old member in the rear view mirror and that is enough to put Zeb
over the edge. Zeb begins to thrust uncontrollably into Seth’s mouth filling it with his
seed. Zeb grabs Seth’s immature erection and begins to rapidly stroke it. In a matter of a
few moments the young boy is ejaculating a few drops of clear seed all over Zeb’s hand.
Seth strips off his t-shirt to clean up both he and Zeb. That is when they pull in Tom’s
drive way. Fortunately their circular driveway is hidden from the road by a hedge and
trees. The other two SUVs pull into the driveway just as the naked kids begin to pile out
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of the back seat. As Bruce commented to Andrew it is a wonder variation on the clown
car at the circus. Each naked kid getting out of the car is more beautiful than the one
before them.
This is going to be an amazing trip, Mike tells Susie as he kisses her passionately.
Andrew hands the camera to Bruce as he gets out of the car.

Please let me know what you think and do you think I should continue this story. Please
send your comments to mack1137@gmail.com.
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